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The implementation of the steps and suggestions included in Part II, 
Improving Access to Justice, is part of an ongoing process that will 
continually strive to respond to the needs of the client community and to 
provide an effective legal services delivery system in Oregon. 
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Expand the 
network of legal 
services offices and 
specialized 
programs in 
Oregon to regain 
lost capacity and to 
create an integrated 
network that can 
meet the most 
critical needs of 
low and moderate 
income families. 

Executive Summary 

Part I of  “The State of Access to Justice in Oregon” describes the findings of 

a statewide study of the civil legal needs of low and moderate income 

Oregonians sponsored by the Oregon State Bar, the Oregon Judicial 

Department and the Office of Governor John Kitzhaber.  These findings are 

based upon a survey of 1,011 lower income households conducted with the 

assistance of Portland State University, as well as focus groups, surveys and 

interviews of twenty-three judges, one hundred and seven lawyers and eighty-

one social services providers from around the state.  This study makes it clear 

that Oregon’s lower income citizens do not have equal access to justice.  The 

current system of legal aid programs, pro bono, modest means program, and 

full fee representation leaves too many of the state’s most vulnerable citizens 

with no place to turn for help with urgent problems.  Part II, “Improving 

Access to Justice” will discuss the implications of these findings and propose 

steps that can lead to effective access to the legal system for Oregon’s low 

and moderate income citizens.   

Steps to Improve Access to Justice 

♦ Expand the network of legal services offices and specialized programs in 

Oregon to regain lost capacity and to create an integrated network that 

can meet the most critical needs of low and moderate income families. 

♦ Restore significant new federal resources to the legal services system, 

with as few limitations on representation as possible. 

♦ Join the twenty-two other states that fund legal services for the poor 

through a general fund appropriation. 

♦ Support adequate funding for the court system.  

♦ For routine legal matters such as divorce, create uniform procedures and 
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forms statewide to promote and simplify self-advocacy.   

♦ Through cooperation of the State Bar, Department of Justice and legal services programs 

explore production of video and cable TV self-help materials. 

♦ Support renewal of funds for the successful courthouse facilitator program. 

♦ Coordinate facilitators with private and legal aid lawyers so that unrepresented litigants 

can obtain legal advice when it is needed. 

♦ Fund a critical minimum level of mediation services in smaller counties through local 

county government or another source. 

♦ Fund the increased use of court-appointed custody evaluations to assist courts and 

unrepresented litigants in reaching fair and sound results. 

♦ Judges could consider awarding adequate interim attorneys’ fees in family cases where 

one party is represented and the other is not.  

♦ Judges should be aware that fear of retaliation is a principal reason preventing people 

from seeking help with legal problems and look for opportunities to protect litigants. 

♦ Continue to work toward greater availability of qualified interpreters.  

♦ Law school faculties could be more involved in training students on issues of access to 

justice. 

♦ Support law school clinics as a way to educate law students about the needs of the low 

income community. 

♦ Implement a loan assistance program for Oregon lawyers employed in low-paid public 

interest work.   

♦ Increase the already substantial pro bono efforts of private attorneys. 
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♦ The Oregon State Bar should: 

♦ Explore ways to provide staff support for administering its legal services program and for 

fundraising for other access to justice initiatives. 

♦ Clarify the responsibilities of attorneys offering representation limited to discrete tasks. 

♦ Explore the potential of prepaid legal services plans to meet some of the unmet legal need, 

including an examination of legal or regulatory impediments. 

♦ Establish and maintain an “Equal Justice Web Page” with links to court web sites and 

other web sites maintained by legal service providers with technical assistance provided 

by the Bar’s technology consultant. 

♦ Explore the potential for a statewide legal services advice, intake, and self-help hotline 

that would link the Bar Referral Service, Modest Means Program and Tel-Law. 

♦ Examine ways to make practice in small firms more attractive.  Small firms have 

traditionally helped lower income clients, but their numbers are declining. 

♦ Publicize improvements in the Modest Means Program to members of the bar.  Find new 

ways to improve the responsiveness of the program to the needs of clients and lawyers. 

♦ Work in partnership with the Department of Justice and the Office of the Governor to 

appoint a task force to implement these recommendations.   

Conclusion 

All Oregonians will benefit from a legal system where citizens can receive help with urgent 

legal problems and where people feel they are treated fairly.  Although many of the 

recommendations above are addressed to specific groups, an effective network of legal 

services will only be achieved by collaboration between legal services programs and all 

participants in Oregon’s justice system.   
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Figure I was Adapted, with appreciation, from an illustration developed by Ada Shen-Jaffe, Columbia 
Legal Services, Seattle, Washington.   

It is one way of thinking about an effective system must integrate fully the various resources that are 
available from the courts, libraries, law schools, social services agencies, legal services programs -- both 
general and specialized -- and the private bar.  Services provided should be at the lowest level of intensity 
consistent with adequately addressing the need of a particular individual. Of necessity, much of the legal 
need will have to be met through self-help services provided at low intensity at the bottom of the pyramid. 
 Others can be assisted effectively by trained non-lawyers.  However, some cases will require direct 
intervention by a lawyer, and some will demand very intensive legal services in complex cases. 



 An effective system 
must integrate fully 
the various 
resources that are 
available from the 
courts, libraries, 
law schools, social 
services agencies, 
legal services 
programs --both 
general and 
specialized--and the 
private bar. 

INTRODUCTION – TOWARD A BETTER SYSTEM OF JUSTICE 

Part I:  Assessment of Legal Needs, “The State of Access to Justice in 

Oregon”, describes the findings of a statewide study of the civil legal needs of 

low and moderate income Oregonians sponsored by the Oregon State Bar, the 

Oregon Judicial Department and the Office of Governor John Kitzhaber.  

These findings are based upon a survey of 1,011 lower income households 

conducted with the assistance of Portland State University, as well as focus 

groups, surveys and interviews of twenty-three judges, one hundred and 

seven lawyers and eighty-one social services providers from around the state. 

This study documents a great unmet need for legal assistance to Oregon’s 

vulnerable low income families.  With less than 18% of legal needs being 

met, additional funds are essential to ensure that all lower income Oregonians 

have meaningful access to the legal system. 

The unmet need identified in the Part I of the Assessment of Legal Needs is 

of such magnitude that the goal of meeting every unmet need is probably 

unattainable.  In any case, both common sense and the survey results 

themselves indicate that people are able to solve many legal problems 

successfully on their own or with assistance from court staff, librarians, social 

and educational agencies, unions and other non-lawyers.  Every legal dispute 

need not, and probably should not, involve lawyers and the courts.  Rather, 

the goal should be to put in place a system of free or low cost legal services 

that is reasonably capable of addressing the most critical legal needs of all 

residents of Oregon, regardless of geographical region or special needs such 

as language differences or disability.   

Such a system would have these attributes.  It must be easily accessible to 

clients from all parts of the state.  It must be able to reach out to persons in 

need of legal help and provide them with legal education sufficient to 

understand their legal situation and the options available.  The system must 

have the capacity to overcome special barriers faced by groups such as Native 
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Americans, migrant farm workers, immigrants, persons with disabilities, and youth.  Within 

the legal services system, there must be sufficient expertise and a critical mass of staff to 

deliver effective services in the full range of substantive legal areas.  The scope of available 

services must effectively meet client needs and should not be arbitrarily limited. 

An effective system must integrate fully the various resources that are available from the 

courts, libraries, law schools, social services agencies, legal services programs -- both 

general and specialized -- and the private bar.  Services provided should be at the lowest 

level of intensity consistent with adequately addressing the need of a particular individual.  

One way of thinking about this is illustrated in Fig. 11 on page iv.   Of necessity, much of the 

legal need will have to be met through self-help services provided at low intensity at the 

bottom of the pyramid.  Others can be assisted effectively by trained non-lawyers.  However, 

some cases will require direct intervention by a lawyer, and some will demand very intensive 

legal services in complex cases.   

Because of Oregon’s expansive geography, population distribution, and historical approach 

to service delivery, the design of an integrated, comprehensive system is a challenge.  This 

report will propose steps to be taken --through legal services programs, the courts, the bar, 

and others -- to address the needs of Oregon’s low income families at a minimally adequate 

level.   

 

 
1Adapted, with appreciation, from an illustration developed by Ada Shen-Jaffe, Columbia Legal 

Services, Seattle, Washington. 



 Oregon should 
join the twenty-two 
other states that 
fund legal services 
for the poor 
through a general 
fund 
appropriation.  

A.  Basic and Specialized Legal Services Programs 

Steps to an Effective System: 

• Expand the network of legal services offices and specialized programs in 

Oregon to regain lost capacity and to create an integrated network that 

has the capacity to meet the most critical needs of low and moderate 

income families. 

• Restore significant new federal resources to the legal services system, with 

as few limitations on representation as possible. 

• Oregon should to join the twenty-two other states that fund legal services 

for the poor through a general fund appropriation. 

At present, legal services programs furnish the largest portion, 69%, of the free 

or reduced cost services that lower income citizens receive.  Yet the declining 

funding, relative to inflation, for these programs has allowed the network of 

offices to deteriorate to the point that a legal services office is not even 

accessible to many lower income people in Oregon, and other offices do not 

have sufficient staff to carry out their functions adequately.  Because of the 

central role these programs play, it is a high priority to increase the capacity of 

legal services programs all across the state.  This report describes a delivery 

system based upon the attorney resources needed to meet the most critical 

needs of lower income families.   

The suggested plan requires the following: 

• Establish new offices, with a minimum of three attorneys, in Astoria, 

Gresham, Klamath Falls, North Portland, The Dalles and Woodburn.   

• Increase the staff of offices in Bend, Coos Bay, Independence, 

Newport, Grants Pass, McMinnville, Ontario, Roseburg, and Pendleton 

to the minimum level of three attorneys.  
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• Increase the attorney staff in Eugene, Medford, Salem, Albany and the tri-county 

metro area offices by an additional 34 attorneys.   New staff in these offices will: 1) 

Build capacity to handle the high volume of cases; 2) Effectively serve remote 

communities within high-population counties; 3) Build capacity in the tri-county area 

to offer unrestricted services (The range of services allowed in federally-funded 

offices is limited by law.); 4) Increase back-up support with broad expertise to assist 

attorneys in the field including attorneys qualified to serve specialized needs (such as 

persons with disabilities, youth, Native Americans, immigrants); 5) Build capacity to 

offer services to citizens in institutions; 6) Restore lobbying programs to former 

levels; 7) Build capacity to offer better, more accessible community education and 

self-help materials; 8) Coordinate development of hotline information and advice 

services; and 9) Facilitate the involvement of private pro bono lawyers from urban 

areas throughout the state. 

These new positions should be added in a way that assures that the needed substantive 

expertise -- including specialization in fields such as immigration, disabilities, youth, migrant 

and Native American law--is available in all regions of the state as needed.  These advocates 

may be placed with basic legal services programs or with specialized law programs.  They 

may serve local needs or work statewide.  However, all should be linked in a carefully 

coordinated delivery system. 

Additional elements of the plan for a statewide network of integrated services include: 

• Video conferencing technology to reach smaller communities not within reasonable 

traveling distance of a legal services office, if current testing shows it to be 

productive. 

• A sliding-scale fee system for people of moderate income to obtain services at legal 

services offices or in another setting. 

Fig. 2 in the Appendix illustrates the configuration of offices that would exist under the 

suggested plan. 



 To improve access 
to justice, we must 
support adequate 
funding for the 
court system and 
support renewal of 
funds for the 
successful 
courthouse 
facilitator 
program. 
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Significant new federal resources must be restored to the legal services system, 

with as few limitations on representation as possible.  However, present legal 

aid funding sources will not be sufficient to achieve the expansion proposed 

here.  It is time for Oregon to join the twenty-two other states that fund legal 

services for the poor through a general fund appropriation. 

The cost of the basic/specialized services expansion proposed above (new 

offices, increased staff, video conferencing) is estimated at $9.5 M per year.  

That amount would include funds to increase salaries 10%.  At present, 

salaries at all levels of experience are significantly lower than those in legal 

services programs in surrounding states.   

The cost of establishing a sliding-scale fee project is estimated to be an initial 

$500,000, if it is possible to operate the program out of existing legal services 

offices, with an additional annual cost of $500,000 or 25% of the ongoing cost. 

This would create a structure to make fees affordable for moderate income 

clients. 

 

B.  The Courts 

Steps to a more Effective System: 

• Support adequate funding for the court system.  

• For routine legal matters such as divorce, create uniform procedures 

and forms statewide to promote and simplify self-advocacy. 

• In cooperation with the State Bar and legal services programs explore 

production of video and cable TV self-help materials. 

• Support renewal of funds for the successful courthouse facilitator 

program. 
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• Coordinate court facilitators with private and legal aid lawyers so that 

unrepresented litigants can obtain legal advice when necessary. 

• Fund a critical minimum level of mediation services in smaller counties.  This 

could be done through local county government or another source. 

• Fund the increased use of court-appointed custody evaluations to assist courts and 

unrepresented litigants in reaching fair and sound results. 

• Consider awarding adequate interim attorneys’ fees in family cases where one 

party is represented and the other is not.  

• Consider that fear of retaliation is a principal reason preventing people from 

seeking help with legal problems.  Offer protections provided in the law. 

• Continue to work toward greater availability of qualified interpreters.  

• To meet more of the unmet needs of lower income Oregonians, citizens should 

support adequate funding of the Oregon Judicial Department.  Particularly in the 

area of assisting persons who come to court without legal representation, the 

courts have an opportunity to improve the effectiveness and fairness of the legal 

system for lower income citizens.   

Focus group participants in the Oregon Legal Needs Study2 expressed the need for better, 

more usable court forms for self-help procedures.  They also emphasized the need for high 

quality instructional materials addressed to self-represented (pro se) litigants.  Independent 

steps taken by local circuit courts to develop standard forms have demonstrated the value of 

these materials.  The most efficient way to develop useful self-help materials for pro se 

litigants is to adopt standard forms and uniform procedures for most common legal matters 

across the state.  (Cf., “Report of the Family Law Legal Services Commission,” at 3, 

Recommendation No. 3.)  While some judges and lawyers have opposed this approach out of 

a concern for loss of local flexibility (particularly in smaller, more rural jurisdictions), most 
                                                           
2 The focus groups are fully described in The State of Access to Justice in Oregon, Part I: Assessment of 
Legal Needs (March 2000).  The following additional suggestions were, for the most part, made by attorney 
participants in the focus groups. 
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The development 
of uniform forms 
and procedures 
statewide will 
make more 
effective 
outreach and 
education 
possible. 

expressed support.  (The State Court Administrator is developing proposed model 

family law forms and, with a small technical assistance grant, will institute the 

use of model forms over the internet in two pilot counties.) 

The development of uniform forms and procedures statewide will make more 

effective outreach and education possible.  Although there are self-help divorce 

classes available in many areas of the state, classes are restricted, in most cases, 

to persons meeting low income guidelines.  Also, for efficiency’s sake, the 

classes must cover a great deal of complex material in a short time.  Inevitably, 

much information is lost, either immediately, or by the time the information is 

needed in the courtroom.   

When standard forms and uniform procedures are in place, two potential ways to 

improve the quality of education for pro se parties would be quite feasible:  1) 

Produce a video series on the non-technical aspects of self-representation in a 

divorce.  Advice about how to act and what to expect, for example, would help 

people prepare.  2) Investigate the use of cable television and the State 

Educational Network system’s capacity to provide interactive video presentations 

that can be easily updated as technical details change.  A series of presentations 

could be produced through a collaboration between the courts, family law 

practitioners, and legal services. 

The use of courthouse facilitators to assist people representing themselves has 

proved to be efficient and effective.   The Emergency Board approved 39 part-

time, limited-duration positions in the Judicial Department, in part to implement 

the court facilitator program.  For the program to continue, these positions will 

have to be re-approved and permanently funded in the next session of the 

legislature.  

Because court facilitators are not permitted to offer legal advice and because they 

are required to remain neutral and impartial, people working with a court 

facilitator often need help that goes beyond the facilitator’s function.  
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Cooperative work between the court facilitators and private and legal services lawyers is 

needed to develop accurate, up-to-date referral and resource information so that pro se 

parties will have access to legal advice when they need it.   

Means should be found to provide a critical minimum level of funding for mediation services 

in smaller counties, either through local county government or another source.  Attorneys in 

smaller counties, as noted in Part I, feel frustrated with the limited funds available for 

mediation services.  Mediation services are almost universally3 viewed as lowering costs and 

improving outcome.  

A number of judges and attorneys expressed interest in increasing the use of court-appointed 

custody evaluations, particularly in cases where the parties are unrepresented.  The idea 

would be that lower income parties could obtain a no-frills evaluation by a court-appointed 

social worker.   Of course, if a party wanted to obtain an in-depth evaluation, he or she could 

do so, but it would be at the party’s own expense.  This would at least give judges some 

independent knowledge of the custodial options where attorneys aren’t available to bring 

evidence of suitability before the court.  Creating a stable and flexible funding source for 

low-cost custody evaluation would enhance the ability of courts and unrepresented litigants 

to reach fair and sound results. 

Judges may wish to consider the advisability of awarding adequate interim attorneys’ fees 

where one party employs an attorney and the other cannot.  As noted in the legal needs 

study, when one party to a dissolution is represented but the other is not, an awkward 

imbalance of power results.  Often the custodial spouse may have little income and the other 

spouse may have reasonable, but not substantial, earnings.  The spouse with some access to 

funds hires a lawyer, but the custodial spouse cannot.  Many private attorneys active in 

representing lower income clients expressed frustration at the perceived reluctance of many 

judges to award attorneys’ fees during the course of such cases.  Most judges asked about 

this dilemma felt that an attorney’s fee award would interfere with payment of child support 

and would not, in any event, be likely to result in representation.  At this time, only a 

                                                           
3Mediation may not always be appropriate in certain cases, such as those involving domestic 

violence. 



 Support law 
school clinics as 
a way to 
educate law 
students about 
the needs of the 
low income 
community. 

minority of judges interviewed say that they are willing to award interim fees in 

this kind of case.  The judges who support awarding fees feel that, despite the 

desire to lower costs and conflict in divorce proceedings, allowing escalation by 

one party to disadvantage the other is not justified. 

To encourage citizens to exercise their rights in the legal system, it is suggested 

that judges act to assure that litigants will be protected from retaliation.  Low 

income persons in the survey report that fear of retaliation is a significant reason 

for not seeking legal assistance, particularly with certain kinds of cases, such as 

landlord-tenant, domestic abuse or employment matters.  When retaliation does 

occur, and the law provides a remedy, courts should afford ample relief.  In 

addition, the courts should take opportunities to prevent retaliation through the use 

of protective orders, or by simply cautioning parties of potential consequences if 

they retaliate.   

Although enormous strides have been made in language accessibility, reports of 

poor interpretation or unavailability of an interpreter persist.  There are several 

obstacles to resolving this problem.  In some parts of Oregon, there are not enough 

qualified interpreters.  Counsel or courts may fail to request or appoint interpreters 

when necessary.  There are unresolved questions about who must pay for an 

interpreter when a litigant is required by the court to participate in non-court 

procedures, i.e., mediation or parenting classes. Oregon’s courts must continue to 

work toward assuring availability of qualified interpreters when needed.   

C.  The Law Schools 

Steps to an Effective System: 

• Law school faculties could be more involved in training students on issues of 

access to justice. 

• Support law school clinics as a way to educate law students about the needs 

of the low income community. 
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• The Oregon State Bar, legal services, and the pro bono programs should sponsor a 

conference with Oregon law school faculties and deans to discuss issues of access 

to justice. 

• Implement a loan assistance program for Oregon lawyers employed in low-paid 

public interest work.   

Law schools could strengthen their involvement in training and encouraging students to 

be aware of the great need for legal services for lower income families.  Ethics classes 

should present the concept of a lawyer’s professional responsibility to do pro bono work. 

 Placement offices should inform students about employment opportunities in the public 

interest sector.  Without discussion of these issues in law school, young lawyers are 

much less likely to be aware of their professional obligation to provide access to justice. 

Encouraging pro bono work by law students helps support legal services programs and 

educates students about the need.  The law schools and OSB should consider creative 

ways to support law students so that they become more involved with pro bono work 

during law school (e.g. reduced application fee for the bar exam.) 

Each of the law schools has a clinic that offers students a chance to get legal experience. 

 Additional support and emphasis on clinical programs is another way to educate law 

students about the needs of the low income community.  Increasing support would also 

provide additional services to low income clients.  

To highlight these issues, the OSB, legal services programs and pro bono programs 

should sponsor a conference with Oregon law school faculty and deans to discuss access 

to justice issues.  A conference could stimulate collaborative efforts of the practicing 

lawyers and faculty members to develop teaching materials and integrate access to 

justice issues into courses.   

There should be an aggressive campaign to implement a loan assistance program for 

Oregon lawyers employed in low-paid public interest work.  School loan repayment has 

become a significant impediment to lawyers who want to pursue careers in public 

interest law.  At Willamette and Lewis and Clark, for example, law school debt for new 



 Each attorney 
in Oregon 
should 
endeavor 
annually to 
perform 80 
hours of pro 
bono services.  

graduates (excluding debts owed for undergraduate education) often exceeds 

$80,000.  Existing loan repayment programs do not have enough funding to help.   

D.  Private Lawyers and the Oregon State Bar (OSB)  

1.  Private Lawyers and Pro Bono  

Steps Recommended to Lawyers: 

• Increase the already substantial pro bono efforts of private lawyers. 

The Oregon State Bar has adopted an Aspirational Standard for Oregon lawyers 

calling upon them to assist people of limited means: 

Each attorney in Oregon should endeavor annually to perform 80 hours of pro bono 
services.  Of this total, the attorney should endeavor to devote 20 - 40 hours, or to 
handle two cases, involving the direct provision of legal services to the poor, without 
an expectation of compensation. 

If an attorney is unable to provide direct legal services to the poor, the attorney 
should endeavor to make a comparable financial contribution to an organization that 
provides or coordinates the provision of direct legal services to the poor.  (OSB Board 
of Governors Policies, Section 15.100.) 

A contribution of this magnitude from members of the private bar would significantly 

increase the capacity of the legal services network to provide access to the legal 

system.  An increase of 50% in the substantial pro bono effort being made now 

would be equal to the contribution of seven additional legal services lawyers.   

To reach this goal, opportunities for pro bono work must be made more flexible and 

challenging, offering different levels of time commitment and varying levels of 

complexity.  Some lawyers will want to participate in a simple advice clinic.  Others 

may be willing to help with cases in their own areas of practice.  Others may want to 

co-counsel in complex cases with legal services attorneys.  Larger firms may accept 

complete responsibility for major complex cases.  Each of these levels of opportunity 

should be reasonably available to lawyers in any area of the state.  One important 

challenge is to find ways to attract lawyers in urban areas to help solve problems in 

rural Oregon where pro bono help is less available because lawyers are so few.   
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The OSB Pro Bono Committee (formerly the Low Income Legal Services Committee) has 

been examining creative ways to promote pro bono work including allowing attorneys to 

receive Continuing Legal Education credit for providing pro bono services.  (New York 

offers this now.)  Also, they may expand the definition of pro bono to include volunteer 

work in alternative dispute resolution programs and emphasize the importance of the 

Aspirational Standard by including it in the Disciplinary Rules.  Local bar associations that 

have not already done so could also replicate the example of those local associations in 

Oregon that have established their own pro bono programs to improve access to justice.   

2. The Oregon State Bar 

Steps Recommended to the Oregon State Bar: 

• Explore ways to provide staff support to administer its legal services program and to 

raise funds for access to justice initiatives. 

• Clarify the responsibilities of attorneys offering representation limited to discrete tasks. 

• Explore the potential of prepaid legal services plans to meet some needs of lower 

income citizens, including a study of legal or regulatory impediments. 

• Establish and maintain an “Equal Justice Web Page” with links to court websites and 

other websites maintained by legal service providers with technical assistance from the 

Bar. 

• Explore the potential for a statewide legal services advice, intake, and self-help hotline 

that would link the Bar Referral Service, Modest Means Program and Tel-Law. 

• Examine ways to make practice in small firms more attractive.  Small firms have 

traditionally helped lower income clients, but their relative numbers are declining. 

• Publicize improvements in the Modest Means Program to members of the bar.  Find 

new ways to improve the responsiveness of the program to the needs of clients and 

lawyers. 

• Work in partnership with the Judicial Department and the Office of the Governor to 

appoint a task force to implement these recommendations.   



  

It is recommended 
that the OSB, in 
partnership with 
other sponsors of 
this study, appoint 
an ongoing 
implementation 
task force.  Its 
charge would be to 
find the ways and 
means to move 
forward with the 
task of improving 
the state of access 
to justice in 
Oregon. 

The Oregon State Bar (OSB) has been instrumental in the struggle to 

enhance the ability of the people of Oregon to get help for their legal 

problems.  The Board of Governors and the House of Delegates have made 

access to justice the Bar’s highest priority.  The OSB has supported funding 

for legal services through filing fee revenue and the Oregon Law 

Foundation.  It has also encouraged and recognized significant pro bono 

efforts by lawyers.  The establishment of the Modest Means panel to lower 

the costs of representation for moderate income clients has also been 

important.  Tel-Law provides a widely-used source of legal information to 

the public.  In addition, the OSB’s support of the Campaign for Equal 

Justice (CEJ) has demonstrably increased contributions.   Support of this 

Access to Justice study and report, together with the Access to Justice 

conferences, has created a framework for the discussion of Oregon’s unmet 

legal needs and strategic planning to meet those needs.  

 There are additional ways that the Oregon State Bar could promote 

effective legal services for all Oregonians.  Efforts to build new funding 

sources could benefit if OSB provided staff support for development and 

administration of funds.  OSB might fund a grant writer and other support to 

boost the fundraising capacity of the Campaign for Equal Justice.  As the 

scope of the Campaign’s work expands, this support could become 

increasingly important and effective.  (Note that other state bars, Michigan, 

for example, provide these kinds of support.) 

Attorneys in the focus groups said they need clarification of ethical and 

liability issues associated with representation limited to discrete tasks so that 

they will be more willing to offer limited representation.  The practice of 

representing parties only for discrete tasks would lower costs, but OSB 

should continue working to define and communicate the attorney’s 

responsibilities in this kind of service.  (See: “Report of the Family Law 

Legal Services Commission,” at 3, recommendations 5 and 6.) 
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Prepaid legal services plans may be an untapped resource for meeting the legal needs of 

moderate income Oregon citizens.  Although they are used more often in other states, they 

are not very common in Oregon.  The reason may be as simple as ineffective marketing.  

Because of the significant benefits realized from prepaid plans in other states, it is 

recommended that the OSB examine legal or regulatory impediments to prepaid legal 

services plans in Oregon and whether prepaid services plans could help with Oregon’s need 

for legal services.  

Scarce resources could be used more efficiently if efforts to use technology and the Internet 

to deliver legal services were more coordinated.  A more cooperative approach to the Internet 

would also contribute significantly to the “integrated system” discussed in the introduction to 

this report.  Many of the general and specialized legal services programs are working 

independently to use the Internet.  The OSB itself is developing a presence on the web and, 

at the same time, many of the functions of the Tel-Law program, particularly as it moves on-

line, are similar to the tasks confronting the other legal services providers.  The Oregon 

Judicial Department, too, has web sites of its own.  These resources are difficult to find and 

they are not adequately linked together.   

An “Equal Justice Web Page” maintained by the OSB, with links to court web sites, and to 

other web sites maintained by legal service providers would add greatly to the effectiveness 

of all the groups.  Technical assistance for doing this could be provided to the legal services 

providers by the OSB’s technology consultant.  Tasks common to several sites and Tel-Law 

(writing community education pieces, for example) could be shared for increased efficiency. 

 Internet information could be especially effective in reaching those with problems that do 

not require full representation.   

A more ambitious plan would be to link the Bar Referral Service, Modest Means Program 

and Tel-Law to a statewide legal services intake, advice and self-help hotline so that low and 

moderate income callers could be put directly in touch with legal or educational resources.  

This could function as an ancillary system of centralized intake and referral to legal services 

programs and other providers. 



 The key role for 
the Bar, however, 
is its continued 
leadership, 
advocacy and 
support for an 
independent, 
integrated and 
adequately funded 
civil legal services 
system. 

Small firms and sole practitioners have traditionally delivered most types of 

service that low and moderate income clients need  -- family law, 

employment, estates, housing, consumer issues.  Access to justice is harmed 

by the fact that the relative number of lawyers practicing in this kind of firm 

is dropping.  For practitioners in small firms, the average compensation has 

steadily declined, too.4  OSB, through the Sole and Small Firms Practitioners 

Section and the implementation task force described below, could examine 

ways to enhance the attractiveness of practice in small firms.  

The Modest Means Program has provided lower cost access to many 

moderate income clients but, as noted in Part I, it has been  criticized by some 

attorney participants.  Actually, many of the criticisms raised have already 

been addressed by the program, but this may not be widely known.  The 

Modest Means rate was recently raised to $60 per hour more nearly to cover a 

lawyer’s costs in providing the service.  Lawyers are permitted to limit the 

number of referrals.  Applicants who lack sufficient income or assets to pay 

the modest means rate are not referred unless they indicate that they have 

access to other means to pay, and these special arrangements are 

communicated by staff to the lawyer.  Suggested retainer language is being 

developed to manage the problem of applicants who have understated their 

income or assets in order to qualify for the modest means rate.  OSB could 

continue working to communicate improvements in the Modest Means 

Program to members of the bar and to find new ways of making the program 

as responsive as possible to the needs of clients and participating lawyers. 

The key role for the Bar, however, is its continued leadership, advocacy and 

support for an independent, integrated and adequately funded civil legal 

services system.  The State Bar’s support is crucial to further development of 

                                                           
4See Cantril, “Agenda for Access: The American People and Civil Justice, 
Final Report on the Implications of the Comprehensive Legal Needs 
Study” (Consortium on Legal Services and the Public, American Bar 
Association May 1996), at 6-7. 
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the suggestions made in this report.  It is recommended that the OSB, in partnership with 

other sponsors of this study, appoint an ongoing implementation task force.  Its charge would 

be to find the ways and means to move forward with the task of improving the state of access 

to justice in Oregon. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The cherished American principle of the rule of law ultimately rests upon our shared view as 

a people that all are subject to the law, and that everyone has a fair recourse to its 

protections.  If a significant segment of our society continues to feel that the legal system 

only will work for those who can afford justice, or that there is no practical way to correct 

injustices that may occur, this common faith is at great risk.  It is, therefore, incumbent on all 

lawyers, and all who care about the health of our civic society to take those steps necessary 

to allow all Oregonians fair access to the legal system. 
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Appendix A 

This appendix first suggests the elements that would make up a minimally adequate 

legal services system, and then proposes a delivery model incorporating those elements.  

These observations are principally drawn from the experience of providing legal services in 

Oregon since the 1971 Feasibility Study was published and implemented.  While a somewhat 

detailed structure is proposed, decisions about the structure will be part of an ongoing 

planning process by the equal justice community in Oregon. 
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Appendix A:  A PROPOSED LEGAL SERVICES DELIVERY SYSTEM 

This appendix first suggests the elements that would make up a minimally adequate legal services 

system, and then proposes a delivery model incorporating those elements.  These observations are 

principally drawn from the experience of providing legal services in Oregon since the 1971 

Feasibility Study was published and implemented.  While a somewhat detailed structure is 

proposed, decisions about the structure will be part of an ongoing planning process by the equal 

justice community in Oregon. 

The underpinnings of an adequate legal services delivery system were well-described by the 1996 

OSB Civil Legal Services Task Force:5

The mission of Oregon’s statewide legal services delivery system 
should continue to be centered on the needs of its client 
community.  It should be expansive, recognizing that equal justice 
contemplates more than simply providing a lawyer in every family 
law or unlawful detainer case (though it certainly includes this 
goal as well).  The mission must contemplate lawyering in its 
broadest sense, acknowledging that the interests of low income 
clients can only be served if the delivery system is dedicated to 
providing full and complete access to the civil justice system in a 
way that empowers this segment of the population to define, 
promote and protect its legitimate interests.  As such, the mission 
must be to: 

 
Protect the individual rights of low income clients; 

 
Promote the interests of low income individuals and groups in the development 
and implementation of laws, regulations, policies and practices that directly affect 
their quality of life; 

 
Employ a broad range of legal advocacy approaches to expand the legal rights of 
low income individuals and groups where to do so is consistent with 
considerations of fundamental fairness and dignity; and  

 
Empower low income individuals and groups to understand and effectively assert 

                                                           
5OSB Legal Services Task Force, Final Report (May, 1996).  The report was written by a committee consisting 
of Stephen S. Walters, Chair, Hon. David V. Brewer, Hon. Neil R. Bryant, Edward L. Clark, Jr., Michael E. 
Haglund, Hon. Jack L. Landau, James T. Massey, Katherine A. McDowell, Katherine H. O’Neil, Lawrence B. 
Rew, and Martha L. Walters. 
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their legal rights and interests within the civil justice system, with or without the 
assistance of legal counsel. 

 
The Task Force noted that such a system must embody certain core values: 
 

Responsive to Most Pressing Client Need 
Equality of Access 
Measure Effectiveness in Terms of Results Achieved for Clients 
Flexible and Responsive to Changing Environmental Circumstances 
Strategic Targeting of Limited Resource 
Sensitive to Client Communities and Culture 
Balancing Individual Representation and Advocacy Enforcing Broader Rights of 

Low Income Communities 
Commitment to Interdisciplinary Approaches 
Focus on Client Empowerment 
Commitment to Multi-Forum Advocacy 
Strategic Utilization of All Components in Service of Mission (Network of 
Providers) 
Maximize Efficiency 
Maintain Standards of Advocacy and Program Performance 
Minimize Geographic and Institutional Parochialism 
Assure Accountability  

 
The program design presented below attempts to incorporate these core principles. 
 

1.  The Building Blocks

a. Minimum office size for critical mass

Most of the important work of a legal services program occurs at the local office level.  It is here 

that effective outreach and community education take place and clients find help or are turned 

away.  To be sufficiently responsive to client needs, there must be enough staff in the local 

offices so those working there are not overwhelmed.  The first key building block of an effective 

legal services system is an office of sufficient critical mass to provide this working environment. 

Experience has shown that a minimum-sized office should employ at least three attorneys and 

one and one-half support staff.  This is larger than several of the rural offices currently in 

operation, so some justification of this conclusion is perhaps in order.   
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In the private bar, one or two attorney firms provide excellent service, and are particularly 

common in rural areas. However, a local legal services office is very different from a private law 

office.  First, the broad need for substantive expertise revealed in the survey does not permit a 

responsive local legal services office to restrict its practice to limited substantive areas.  

Especially for the typical younger attorney in smaller offices, it is simply not possible to master 

the many fields that must be addressed in an effective local community legal services office.6  

Some degree of specialization has proven to be essential to this task.  A three-attorney office 

accommodates this need for specialization.      

An effective program must anticipate turnover of attorney staff.  When this happens in an office 

smaller than three attorneys, the result is a significant loss of services for clients and great stress 

for remaining staff (often resulting in additional attrition).   The difficulty of training new 

lawyers, often at some distance from the next closest office, places a premium on keeping at least 

one experienced lawyer in the local office.  When the senior attorney leaves a very small office, 

most of the program’s knowledge of local community conditions and institutions leaves as well.  

An office of at least three attorneys can manage this transition much more successfully.  While 

the bulk of legal services work consists of advice and representation of individual clients, it is 

sometimes more efficient to address the problems of a number of clients in the same case or 

advocacy project.  Yet, multi-client litigation demands adequate staffing, and is very disruptive to 

the ongoing tasks of a very small office.  It is possible to balance these demands with at least 

three attorneys. 

                                                           
6At a minimum, if an office is to provide services in the range of areas identified by the survey, it must be 
competent in family law, wills, landlord/tenant, fair housing, public and subsidized housing programs, land use 
planning, nonprofit corporations law, public benefits and health law, employment discrimination laws, consumer 
law, bankruptcy, minimum wage and wage collection statutes, education law, civil rights and constitutional law. 
 Depending upon the client population served, the staff may also need to be knowledgeable about immigration, 
migrant, and Native American issues as well. 
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The trend in recent years has been to reduce the support staff available in legal services offices. 

With fewer staff to answer the telephone and greet the public, programs have limited the number 

of hours they are open to the public.  This makes the legal system less accessible to clients.  The 

difficulty of getting a lawyer, “the hassle” referred to in Part I, increases substantially.  Also, 

lawyers are rendered less efficient by having inadequate support.  Some experienced lawyers 

leaving the programs report that lack of support contributed substantially to their departure.   

b. Minimum distance

In resolving how many offices are necessary, and where they should be located, a reasonable goal 

is that no client travel more than an hour to reach a legal services office.  Further, it may be 

appropriate to locate an office in a particular community because travel to the nearest office 

involves crossing a significant social barrier for many of the lower income people in that 

community.  In communities so small that it would be impractical to locate an office in them, but 

more than an hour away from the next larger city, the legal services delivery system should use 

technology to make local access to most services possible. 

c. Training and Support

Standards developed by the Standing Committee on Legal Aid and Indigent Defense (SCLAID) 

of the American Bar Association require that legal services programs have adequate training 

programs for staff and provide adequate substantive support for staff attorneys.  The OSB’s Legal 

Services Committee has adopted this requirement.   An adequate legal services delivery system 

must include the capacity to train entry-level attorneys and other case-handling staff in the major 

substantive areas of poverty law and practice skills.  High-quality representation also requires that 

practitioners have ongoing support provided by experts in significant poverty law areas, trial 

practice, and procedural matters.  These functions must be provided by staff who have the 

training and substantive support of other attorneys as their primary responsibility.  

d. Policy Advocacy 

An effective legal services system must include an adequate capacity for legislative and 

administrative advocacy.  Just as the clients of private lawyers sometimes must look to public 
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bodies to change the law in order to vindicate their interests, low income clients need 

representation in public policy bodies.  For the most part, this is a statewide function.  However, 

there are public policy matters, such as planning and zoning policies, decided at the local level 

that can have great import to low income people.  Since most policy advocacy is restricted for 

LSC-funded programs, meeting this need at a local level requires that a non-restricted program be 

reasonably accessible. 

e. Other Unrestricted Services

In its May 1996 Final Report on access to justice the OSB Civil Legal Services Task Force, at 5, 

established a goal that the full range of legal services should be available to all low income 

people in Oregon: 

Funding levels for service to low-income client groups no longer eligible 
for LSC funded services, and for all other restricted forms of legal 
services representation, including welfare reform, class litigation, 
legislative and administrative advocacy, group representation and client 
education training, must be maintained at levels sufficient to provide 
adequate representation to low-income clients. 

Planning and selection of substantive work, and prioritization of delivery 
to particular client groups or populations, should be based upon sound 
commitment to principles of equal access to justice consistent with DR 7-
101 and EC 2-26, 27 and 28 of the Code of Professional Responsibility, 
and without regard to the disfavored social, political or economic status of 
any eligible client.  

  A key component of an improved delivery system must be an attempt to honor this goal. 

f.   Capacity to Serve Client Communities that Face Special Barriers 

Certain clients, such as the immobile elderly, migrant farm workers, the non-English speaking or 

those in institutions, face particular barriers to access to the legal system.  Others, such as 

immigrants, Native Americans, youth, migrants and the disabled, have problems that require 

expertise that is not within the scope of general poverty law practice.  If the legal needs of such 

clients are not to fall through the cracks, then the legal services delivery network must have the 

expertise, outreach capacity and appropriate linguistic skills needed to address them. 
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It is important that the specialized skills necessary to provide these services be available in the 

system as a whole, and in the specific locations where they are needed. 

g.  Addressing the Unmet Needs of the Moderate Income 

For those who fall just above the eligibility limits for free legal services, the resources are very 

limited.  Yet the legal needs of these families appear to be very similar, and the ability to afford a 

lawyer at 125% of the poverty level is still small.  An adequate system of access to justice must 

address this dilemma. 

h.    Technological Capacity 

To make maximum use of the resources available for meeting the needs of lower income people it 

is important that programs make use of advances in technology to increase efficiency and shorten 

distances.  There are at least four aspects to this. 

First, advocates must have adequate word-processing and Internet capacity to make full use of 

available technologies.  The ability to communicate among lawyers in different offices, to do 

research and to connect with national resources on poverty law must be readily available 

throughout the system.   

Second, the great need identified in Part I for legal information and self-help material could be 

effectively addressed by better use of the Internet.  While this is not the entire answer, and 

obviously will not be helpful for many clients, an increasing number of low income people are 

using the Internet.  In its 1998 State of Oregon Population Survey, the Office of Economic 

Analysis found that 53% of Oregon households now have computers, and that 66% of those have 

Internet access.  Schools have taught computer skills to all students for a number of years now.  

Libraries offer portals of access to those of limited means.  Programs such as Pine Tree Legal 

Assistance in Maine and the Northwest Justice Project in Washington, that have pioneered the use 

of the internet as a means of getting information to the low income public, report heavy use of 

their web sites.  The ideal would be a central resource point for justice issues, with easily usable 

linkages to sites appropriate for the needs of the particular user.   
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Third, for areas where the number of lower income people is simply too small to be able to have a 

convenient office in the community, video-conferencing technology now being tested in Oregon 

and Florida may offer the means of providing nearly as much presence.  The central concept of 

these systems is to place a computer with a video camera and a scanner in a local site such as a 

senior center or library.  The remote computer can be controlled from a legal services office, 

using laplink technology, so the distant client need not be computer-literate.  With a camera in the 

legal services office, it will be possible to carry on a videoconference intake interview where the 

client and attorney establish visual communication.  Any necessary documents can be scanned 

and transmitted on site.  If these experiments meet their promise, this model should be 

incorporated into the delivery system to provide local access to services, even in remote parts of 

the state.   

Finally, a complete system of legal services ought to include a component that allows clients who 

do not have access to a local office to call for help and advice.  Statewide intake and advice 

hotlines that employ sophisticated technology have been developed in other states for this 

purpose. Most Oregon legal services leaders have been reluctant to implement such a system, 

given the reduced presence in local communities that funding a hotline would demand.  Still, the 

key idea of having a place to call for help and advice, self-help materials and an effective referral 

to available resources is valuable.   

Using a model employed by Oregon programs to respond to the problems of both obligors and 

obligees with child support enforcement problems, it would now be technologically feasible to 

provide such a hotline using the staff in local offices on a rotating basis (providing local offices 

were more adequately staffed).  This would allow greater accessibility to the system, without 

losing presence in local communities. 

i.  Adequate Compensation

Comparison of attorney salaries in Oregon with other legal services program salaries nationally 

shows that the Oregon salary structure lags behind the rest of the country, particularly at the entry 

level.  For example, the entry level salary in Oregon ($24,736) ranked 12th among the 13 
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programs listed in a survey published in the National Law Journal (June 14, 1999).7  Legal 

services program salaries in Washington and Northern California, the closest basis for 

comparison, are significantly higher than those in Oregon at all levels of experience.  To continue 

to attract and retain the quality attorneys needed, funding available for attorney salaries should be 

enhanced by ten percent.   

Another compensation issue is loan repayment.  Because attorney salaries in legal services are 

low in comparison to the government and private sector, and because lawyers emerge from law 

school today with a substantial debt load,8 a statewide loan repayment program for both legal 

services attorneys and other public interest attorney staff would be beneficial.  

2.  A Proposed Delivery System

In order to meet, at even the most minimal level, the most critical needs of the lower income 

families in Oregon, it will be necessary to expand the current network of legal services offices in 

the state.  Too many of Oregon’s poor live too far from any legal services office, and many of the 

offices in rural parts of the state lack critical mass.   

New offices, staffed at least at the minimum office size discussed above, should be established in 

Astoria, Klamath Falls and The Dalles, and the offices in Bend, Coos Bay, Independence, 

Newport, Grants Pass, McMinnville, Ontario, Roseburg, and Pendleton brought up to the 

minimum staffing level.  This would require 21 new attorneys.  One of the new attorneys in 

Grants Pass and in The Dalles should be dedicated to providing services to farm workers, and, 

since representation of migrant farm workers requires much greater staff work in maintaining 

communication with clients, a paralegal should be provided in each of those offices.  The Dalles 

office should be a non-LSC office to provide non-restricted services to central Oregon. 

Further, additional offices at the minimum office size should be opened in North Portland and 

Gresham to serve clients in those distinct communities who find it difficult to come to the 

downtown office in Portland.  At least one of these offices should be unrestricted.   

                                                           
7  The listed programs were in the following states: Texas, Vermont, Michigan, Montana, Ohio, New Hampshire, 
Colorado, Hawaii, Nevada, California (2), Alabama, and Oregon.  
8Many students have  $100,000 in loans at graduation, and it is not unusual for the figure to be higher.  Lisa 
LeSage, head of placement at Lewis and Clark, Northwestern School of Law. 
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The most intense concentration of migrant farm workers in Oregon is in north Marion County and 

the surrounding area.  Although there is a LASO farm worker office in Woodburn, there is 

currently no capacity in Marion County to provide unrestricted services.  Since nearly two thirds 

of migrant farm workers are ineligible for Legal Services Corporation-funded representation, this 

requires that a large number of cases be referred to the OLC office in downtown Portland.  An 

office of minimum size with a paralegal should therefore be opened in Marion County. 

Finally, an additional 34 attorneys should be located in Eugene, Medford, Salem, Albany and the 

tri-county area to accomplish the following purposes: 1) to build the capacity of these offices to 

handle the high volume of cases necessitated by greater population, 2) to create adequate back-up 

for the additional number of staff attorneys in the field, and with additional areas of expertise 

such as disabilities, immigration and youth law, 3) to create enhanced capacity in the tri-county 

area to provide unrestricted services, 4) to create an ability to provide services to the 

institutionalized, 5) to enhance the ability of the offices in those cities to provide more effective 

services to the more remote communities in their service areas, such as Falls City, Grand Ronde, 

Oakridge, Stayton, and Sweet Home 6) to bring the lobbying program back to two full time 

attorneys, 7) to create the capacity to provide better, more accessible community education and 

self-help materials, 8) to facilitate, through the use of local office staff around the state, the 

implementation of a hotline, and  9) better to coordinate the use of private pro bono attorneys on 

a state-wide basis.   

The new positions to be created, in both rural and urban areas, must include staff equipped to 

meet the specialized needs identified in the legal needs study, including the needs of the disabled, 

elderly, youth, and immigrants.  These positions could be placed with general legal services 

programs or with other specialized providers, as appropriate to the need, but should be linked in a 

coordinated delivery system.  A careful ongoing planning process, involving key stakeholders, 

should be implemented to make these planning decisions. 

This would still leave significant pockets in the state without ready access to a legal services 

office.  If current experiments indicate that it is productive to do so, remote video-conferencing 

sites should be established in Baker, Brookings, Burns, Enterprise, Florence, John Day, 

Lakeview, and Tillamook.  Additional remote video-conferencing sites in Bend, Klamath Falls  
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(if it is established as a restricted office), Newport, and Pendleton are needed in order to allow 

clients in those communities served by an LSC-funded program to gain ready access to an office 

that is not subject to restrictions. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the configuration of offices that would exist under this model.   

Of course, this model only addresses the needs of the low income   �those below 125% of 

the poverty level.  In addition to other suggestions to be made in this report, a system could be 

created by which moderate income people can obtain representation by paying a sliding scale fee. 

 The preferred way to accomplish this would be for each legal services office to employ at least 

one attorney to provide services on a sliding scale basis to modest means clients.9   One 

advantage of organizing moderate income services in this way is that a broader range of legal 

needs could be met.  Another advantage is that it would make use of the geographic distribution 

of the existing system.  Use of the current infrastructure would also enable the system to avoid 

replication of administrative functions.  If legal services programs do not undertake 

representation of the moderate income, the alternative is to set up affiliated clinics along the lines 

of the St. Andrew model. 

                                                           
9 While this cannot be done with current funding dedicated to serving low income clients, Hawaii Legal Services 
was able to obtain grant funding to initiate a sliding scale moderate income program. 
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